Chromatography Corner

Introduction
There are several methods to connect capillary columns. The manual method is a time consuming task and the use
of metal connectors also offers a high risk of degradation.
Glass connectors are easier to install but the connections are mechanically not very stable.
Da Vinci Laboratory Solutions offers a new—more compact— generation of DVLS Fuse tool: an automatic, reliable
and fast method for connecting capillary columns

Seamless Connection in Five Steps
The DVLS Fuse connects columns automatically and perfectly leaktight in less than three minutes. This saves the
analyst a lot of time and, more importantly, provides reliable analysis results
In five simple steps the DVLS Fuse establishes an automated and standardized connection between two capillary columns,
using a deactivated tube. Four small heat spots fixate the columns in the tube to establish a seamless connection.
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Glass Tube Connection
To establish the Fuse connection a special glass tube has been developed. The glass is chemically deactivated.
The DVLS Fuse connections are made by melting the special tube.
As a result, the small glass tube is gently positioned around the columns as a ‘second skin’, leaving no room for dead
volume or leaks.
There are many applications for the tube, such as to protect the analytical column with a pre-column, to connect a retention gap to the analytical column and to combine two columns with different stationary phases such as in case of
GC×GC or to obtain a mixed selectivity . Therefore the tube can be used as an excellent alternative to press fits and
metal connectors.

Key Benefits of the DVLS Fuse Tool :
• Leaktight and Stable Connection: The DVLS Fuse combines the excellent properties of glass connectors with the
leak-tightness and mechanical stability of metal connectors.

•

Various Internal Diameters: The DVLS Fuse connections can be used to connect columns with an internal diameter of 0.53/0.32/0.25/0.1 mm. The Fuse also enables to connect two columns of different sizes.

•

Tested Performance: The DVLS Fuse has been tested with up to eleven connections in series, without showing
any noticeable bandbroadening or leakage.

•

User-Friendly Operation: In five simple steps the DVLS Fuse establishes an automated and standardized connection between two capillary columns, using a deactivated tube.
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